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PREFACE
The transpolar crossing of the Arctic Ocean by the USS NAUTILUS (SSN 571) during

August 1958 demonstrated the capability of submarines to operate under the arctic ice

pack. Consequently, the "SECRET" classification barrier which surrounded arctic sub-

marine studies the past twelve years has disappeared. Furthermore, the summer and

winter polar operations by the USS SKATE (SSN 578) have demonstraled the capability

of the modern submarine to surface within the :ce canopy at any time.
The report, "The Polar Submarine and Navigation of the Arctic Ocean," was first

issued November 1948. It is reprinted without cry changes (except for the inclusion of

an addendum written in May 1950), because editing in 1959 would be applying hind-
sight and thus negate any lessons to be learned from comparison of i948 plans aoid
programs with actual events that have followed. Pctb of the report are of historical

interest only; other rarts are still pertinent to in-ice submarine operations.

Waldo Lyon

May 1959
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Addendum to USNEL Report No. 88
NEL Pioblem No. 2A5
17 May 1950

ADDENDUM: COMMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS

Since the preparation of this report, further work has changed certuin considerations
that were presented. This addendum is rA summary of the more recent work and planning.

The prime requirements for the submarine modification are simple to state but do con-
flict with conventional problems of buoyancy and stability. The requirements are:

1. The submarine must be capable of being "topped" (under the ice) exactly anal-

ogous to being "bottomed."

2. Some snorkel method capable of boring through ice.

3. Scanning sonar for under-ice navigation and topside echc sounder for vertical
ascents into lakes or "topping" the boat under-ice.

The "turtle-back" requirement (item (1) above) is '-ny method which permits the hull

to rest underneath the ice with positive buoyancy. It is believed that the ice boring

snorkel (item (2) above) presented in the subject report (figure 66) can be simplified.
We are now setting up in laboratory arctic rooms a full scale pilot experiment to test
ice boring methods specifically intended to aid in the design of ice snorkels. The favored

method depends on warm water erosion of the ice, i. e., the boring tube consists of two

concentric tubes 'i. d. of inner tube is 6 inches), with a small spacing between tubes.
Warm salt water is pumped by a standard trim pump up through the spacing between
the tubes and is forced through nozzles around the periphery at the top of the tube.

The pressure from the trim pump will also, produce the necessary lift to force the tube
through the bored hole. Fiom further studies of sea ice structure, it is expected that
erosion will very effectively assist the melting produced by the warmed water. This
method results in a simple, double-walled tube with no required mounting of electrical

cables, connections, or devices on the tube itself. It is our intent to have realistic data

from these tests available by the end of the year.

The QLA scanning sonar Es been found to be the most successful sonar for evalu-
ating the ice canopy and under-ice navigation. A QLA equipment is, therefore, required.

Ascents into ice lakes are controlled by a topside echo sounding system as suggested in

the report. The Navy Electronics Laboratory I. s assembled a five-unit echo sounding

system which consists or five Type NK transducers (frequencies: 26.2, 23.7, 21.2, 18.6,
and 16.2 kc). The system is simple and rugged, and should fulfill the diving require-
ments. We had hoped to evaluate this system on a submarine cruise to the Beaufort Sea

during the summer of 1950. However, this cruise has been cancelled, and evaluation
will be partially checked by conventional dives off San Diego within the next six months.

In addition to the principal items of the second paragraph above, there ore, of course,
numerous special items, for example, any improvements in gyrocompasses to aid navi-

gation at high latitudes and installation of a large inboard vent on safety tonk for

control of vertical ascents. (cf. patrol report of USS CARP, SS-338/A4-3 Ser 013, of[23 September 1948).



ABSTRACT
The intent of the Navy's high-latitude studies, both accomplished and planned, is the

design of a polar ocean submarine capable of operating to any part of the Arctic
L Ocean. Such a submarine must be developed before the undersea physicist con explore

the entirely new field of research that confronts him ii, the arctic seas. The problem faced
in this research, then, splits into two major phases, (1) the design of a submarine for
under-ice operations, and (2) the oceanographic and sonar studies of the polar seas.

Both phases of the problem we.e considered by Laboratory personnel who took part
in submarine voyages in 1946-47-48. Their observations of sea ice, temperature-density,
and ocean-bottom conditions, and of the perfor'mance of the submarines and special
navigating equipment have delineated those problems whose solutions are prerequisites
for the polar submarine. The observations are evaluated with a view to giving the basis
for the choice of the most profitable research methods and relative priorities of arctic
problems. Under-ice dives, statior.ary ascents, sonar scanners, and buoyancy control are
discussed, and the schematic design for the modification of a fleet-type submarine into
an under-ice research submarine is presented.

Several definite coriclusion- were reached and may be summarized briefly as falling
under four heads:

1. The Arctic Ocean is potentially navigable.

2. The realization of an under-iue submarine is within reach, and is far closer than I
had been envisioned.

3. Simple modification of a fleet-type submarine may supply 75 per cent of the
research answers.

4. Such modification is urgent, as an interim measure, because of the long delay
between the design and completion of c strictly under-ice submarine.

INTRODUCTION
The NAUTILUS in 1931 north of Spitzbergen made the first attempt to dive under ice.

A complete discussion of the experiment has heer, given by Sir Hubert Wilkins and his
associates 2nd by the Naval Examining Board (ref. 1). The USS ATULE (SS403) on
28 July 1946 succeeded in penetrating a distance of 1000 yards under an ice field in
Kane Basin but suffered a collision between the ice and the periscope shears. The patrol
of the USS SENNET (SS408) with Task Force 68 in the Ross Sea, Antarctica, during
January 1947 demonstrated the punishment that a submarine can take in heavy ice.
During August 1947, the USS BOARFISH (SS327) maneuvered under -he zs in the nar-
row confines of the Chukchi Sea for a total of ten hours in three dives, or a distance of
about 30 miles. The USS CARP (SS338) successfully conducted vertical dives and ascents
in ice lakes of the Chukchi Sea during September 1948. Considerable oceanographic
research was achieved on all cruises. The U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory participated
in the SENNET, BOARFISH, and CARP patrols.

Reports on the oceanographic observations in the a,:tic and antarctic areas have
been published by the Laboratory (refs. 2 and 3). The three submarine cruises have been -.

covered in patrol reports by the respective commanding officers (refs. 4, 5, and 6). This - '-.

report is split in two major parts; first, descriptive data and qualitative interpretations of
the three cruises, and second, a program for the next experiment, namely, deep pine-
tration of the Arctic Ocean.
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ANTARCTIC OCEAN: SENNET PATROL
The USS SEJ4NET was attached to the Central Task Group, Task Force 68, which

includes the USS MT. OLYMPUS (AGC8), USS MERRICK (AKA97), USS YANCEY (AKA93)
and USCGC NORTHWIND (WAG282). The group began passage through the ice pack
in the Ross Sea on 31 December 1946. Its assignment was the establishment -f an air-

base on the Ross Ice Barrier.
The ice pack was found to be very heavy and extensive. Th igh a helicopter was

employed by the icebreaker to give a wide area of search, a lead could not be found
alorg the 180th meridian where one normally appears. The ice pack extended from the
Barrier to Scott Island and was still integrated though the summer was well along. The
task group formed in column in the order NORTHWiND, MERRICK, YANCEY, MT.

OLYMPUS, and SENNET, and an attack was made on the heavy pack. After a few
days, it became apparent that the passage would be most difficult and that rour ships
were too many for one icebreaker to handle in ice of such sererity. Obviously, the sub-

marine was not required for the primary mission of the task group and was guided back
to the vicinity of Scott Island by the NORTHWIND.

During the passage in and out of the ice pack, the submarine withstood many severe

tests. The bow withstood unusual punishment, since it was necessary to ram ice on many

occusions to force leads between brash and ice pans. Damage primarily occurred during
towing operations by the NORTHWIND. Observations in excellent detail are given by
Comdr. J. B. Icenhower in thI, puirul report of ;hc USS SENNET (.ee p. 9, ref. 4). The
ice conditions are illustrated in figures 1 through 10, and should be compared with

examples of ice which were encountered in the Chukchi Sea (cf. figs. 24 to 36).
Ship handling in ice is concisely discussed by Comdr. Icenhower and is included as

pertinent information in any consideration of the polar submarine (Appendix C). The

CARP found the suggested techniques heipful during "in-ice" maneuvers in the Chukchi
Sea.

Sonar Data
Sonar and radar observations were conducted in the vicinity of Scott Island along

the northern edge of the ice pack. The recognition of various size pieces of ice (brash
to bergs) was studied on both the scanning sonar (QLA) and the echo-ranging sonar

(QB 'QC). Runs were made on the surface and at periscope depth. Equipments carried
by the USS SENNET ore given in Table I.

Examples of observed ranges on various ice targets ore given in Table II. Bottom
reflections were not observed and sound ranges appeared to be limited during all
trials by surface reverberations, which varied strikingly with the sea state and slight

shifts in temperature gradients. Upward refraction is the dominant characteristic of the
area and results in difficulties of very long ranges for s-urfare targets, zero to poor
recognition of deep targets, and the blanking out of contacts inside 1200 yards range

by surface reverberation. These features are typical when positive gradients are present,
and had been observed in British Columbia areas during winter months.

Reverberation bursts at ranges of 900 to 1100 yards and 2200 yards were very
striking on both QLA and QB 'OC during most tests, nnd the sonar operators often

confused these bursts with ice contacts until they hod had considerable coaching and
experience. The modulation sweep (chirp) on the 08 and tonal quality on the QLA were
necessary and were used successfully to separate an ice target from the reverberation
burst. Of course this separation depended on the size of the ice target and the sea state.

72



TABLE I- EQUIPMENTS ON USS SENNET

Locatibn of

"Location Of Transducer

Equipment Purpose Model Serial Controls (or Hull Unit) Remorks

Supersonic listening WCA-2 51

nod echo ranging QC/JK ConninG Port-topside shaft No troubles

QB Conning Starboard-bottom-side TDM modification

removed

Fathometer NGA-2 110 Control Keel

Scanning honar QLA 20 Connir.g Port-bottomaide Training troubles

Echo sounder for depth SESE 3180 Fwd. torp. rm. Bow-topside Transducer fuied

below ice 111-3

Sonic listening JT Fwd. to'p. rm. Starboard-topside

Bothythermograph OCN 436 Conning Shears
Buoycncy control and CXJC-1 X-1 Conning and Shears and keel

sonar ranges (CTB-X55202) Control

(i,cluding salinity)

On one or two days, the sea state was zero (nearly glassy), though a slight swell was
present; the lack of surface reverberation was even mare striking since one hod become
accustomed to persistent surface reverberations. The sea was scattered with small chut.,s
of ice, about 1 foot by 1 fool in size. Each piece gave a distinct, sharp echo to ranges
greater than 2000 yards.

The ambient noise level observed on the QB and QLA appeared to be very low while
lying to in ice areas. No listening contacts either of ice or biological origin were
observed. During dives the noise level on the JT equipment was noticeably low and no
contacts were reported. This condition was also observed in arctic areas.

It is of interest to calculate the characteristics of sound propagation for the antarctic

area. It had been expected that oceanographic stations would be taken by the USCGC
NORTHWIND itn conjunction with sonar measurements on the 1ISS SENNET. However,
since the latter vessel operated alone no coordination of data could be accomplished.
Examples of bothythermograms taken by the NORTHWIND are shown in figure 111, and
are grouped in observations to the north of the ice pack and within the pack. An
analysis of bathythermograms front Operation Highjump has been carried out by Scripps

Institution of Oceanography and the Oceanography Section of this Laboratory (ref. 2).
A prominent characteristic of the vertical thermal structure is the existence of a posi-

tive gradient below 200-foot depth, the influence of which was distinctly observed
during echo-ranging trials. Calculation and description of the sound field are given in

Appendix B.

Buoyancy Control
The oceons which surround Antarctica are immense. Submarine operations were

e5ssentially in deep ocean water, and complexities of buoyancy control were neither
expected nor observed. The variation of temperature or salinity with depth or position

is not great. iocalized, short-time variations occur in the vicinity of melting' ice, or in
the mixing at the Antarctic Convergence, which may cause unexpected shifts in buoyancy
of small magnitude. These were observed; however, there is ample sea room and depth
in which to make corrections, a sharp contrast to conditions in the very shallow Chukchi

Sea.

S



ARCTIC OCEAN: BOARFISH AND CARP PATROLS
The USS BOARFISH (SS327) was part of a submarine force which included the USS

NEREUS (AS17), the USS CAIMAN (SS323), the USS CABAZON (SS334), and the USS
CHUBB (SS329). The force operated in the Chukchi Sea during August 1947 under the
immediate command of Rear Admiral A. R. McCann. The track chart of the BOARFISH

is shown in figure 12.

An oceanographic survey was conducted from the USS NEREUS. Stations were taken

at every opportunity across the Bering Sea and near the ice in the Chukchi Sea. Some
inshore work was accomplished along the Alaskan coast. Though the results are very

important to submarine operations, they are reported by separate report (ref. 3), in
order to present the oceanographic material in a unified farm and to avoid classification

of moteria! useful to other problems.

The USS CARP (SS338) operated within the pack ice from 3 to 11 September 1948
in the vicinity of 167> W. and 72" N. The pock ice was penetrated to a distance of

about 54 miles to the edge of the consolidated arctic pack. The major purt of the time
was spent in vertical dives and ascents within ice lakes. The track chart (fig. 13) indicates

the position uf brash ice and arctic pack.

It is well to keep in mind certain general but obvious features of the Bering and

Chukchi Seas (fig. 12). The Bering Sea is virtually land-locked by the Aleutian Island

c.hain; however, deep water lies along most of this chain and the western part of the
sea, and is an integrtil part of the Pacific Ocean The northern half of the Bering Sea
and the Chukchi Sea are very shallow, 15 to 30 fathoms, and delimit the winter and

summer extremes of the ice pack. Mostly, this shallow bottom is soft mud. Except for
areas of sand and gravel in the vicinity of the Bering Strait, it is strikingly flat for greut

distances. The temperature and salinity structure of the Chukchi Sea during summer is
very complex and variable, and exhibits unusually intense stratification. This complexity

is illustrated by the bathythermogramns of figure 14. The contrast between bothythermo-
grams taken on the two patrols is striking. The extreme layering appears to be a mixing

of warm Bering Sea water, cold arctic basin water on the bottom and melt water on
the surface. The arctic basin water (less than 30' F.) was not observed during the

CARP patrol. A continuous record of the surface temperature and salinity and the depth
across the Chukchi and Bering Seas is shown in figure 15. The significance of the record

is no more than an illustration of the variability of water structure. Temperature-salinity
profiles computed from oceanographic stations aboard the USS NEREUS are given in
figures 16 and 17. The observations are further discussed in the oceanographic report
tief. 3). The required buoyancy changes to maintain a 2100-ton submarine in trim from
a depth of 50 feet to indicated depth are illustrated in figure 18 for three sections. The

changes are computed from the oceanographic data assuming a diving rule of 1400
pounds per 100 feet. These data are only presented for illustration. An oceanographic
synopsis of the Chukchi Sea is not justified.

Vertical Dives and Ascents
A principal question in the study of under-ice navigation is the buoyancy control.

Stationary dives and uscents are prerequisite for successful operations in ice areas. The

A. study of this question was the purpose of the CARP patrol, and its successful solution

admits the practicability of submarine navigation across the Arctic Ocean. About four-

teen vertical dives and ascents were made by the CARP. The ship-handling was excellent

9
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Figure 1. IcebeŽrg, vicinity of Scott island, height about 200 feet.
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Figur 2. Large tabul icebergs vicintyofScott Island.

1-guru 3. Passage through the Ross Se, ice pock.
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Figure 4. Passarge throungh thSer Ross Se icepack.
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Figure 6. Passage through ,he Ross Sea ice pack.
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Figure 7. Ross Sea ice pack, USS SENNET beset.
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Figure 8. Ross Sea ice pock, USS Sennet beset.

: Figure 9. USCGC NOPTHWIN[, Ross Sea ic¢e pack.
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Figure 10. USS SENNET under tow by NORTHWIND, Ross Sea ice pack.
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UISS CARP INSERT"A"
TYPICAL UNDER ICE EXCURSION MADE 7SEPT'48
LAKES WERE ABOUT 90%, OPEN WATER AREAS
ENCLOSED BY SOLID ICE, CONTAINING NUMEROUS
PIECES ROTTEN, BRASH, AND GLACONS ICE. EACH
PIECE DiRIFTING AT VARYI1NG SPEEDS, AND DIRECTiON *
RELATIVE TO EACH OTHER.

SCALE :500yda. =I nch

LAKE CONTOUR ON SURFACING

LAKE INITIAL CONTOUR
PRIOR TO DIVING

45n e--x--4< SURFACED 54m.

N 29m.I2 CX'3 M.

'32m.CtO Xm

29UNDE ICEE 15'

Elm ICE 4
22m. CHANCE COURSE

Figure 13-a. Typical under-ice excursion, USS CARP, 7 September 1948.



USS CARP INSERT 'B3

TYPICAL UNDER ICE EXCURSION

MADE 8 SEPT '413

SCALE: 500ds I inch

OF IE 0 J~~ 2Q> 9m.

36m. I

2_, o•,>33M'

S" 2m.

; Figure 13-b. Typical under-ice excursion, USS CARP, 8 September 1948
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and the diving procedure was very well planned and executed. The water density struc-
ture, though complex, was fully recognized, and proper buoyancy changes were anltici-
pated. The amount of sea room was small because of the ice overhead and the shallow
bottom (140 feet).

Vertical dives and ascents were made by control of safety tank. This tank is centrally
located, so variations of its buoyancy do not disturb fore and aft trim. The venting of
this tank produced a bubble screen which blanked out the sound gear. This difficulty

car. be prcvented by inboard vents. The forward-oft trim was always very good, and
it was interesting to note that second order shifts in trim were obtained by control of

diving planes during ascents (e. g., forward planes thrown to extreme dive or rise to
decrease surface normal to direction of motion). The procedure of stationary dives and

ascents as concisely described by Comdr. Palmer'; is quoted below:

"Normal diving and surface procedure required revision while operating in the arctic
ice-field as vertical ascents and descents were almost always mandatory. Diving pro-
cedure varied from that normally used in that negative tank was only partially flooded
(12,000 pounds) to prevent an excessive down angle. Submergence rate was controlled
by the rote of blowing negative tank to its normal trim level of 6,000 pounds. In the

case of the bubble, it was noticed by starting to blow safety slowly at 50 feet, the
longitudinal stability was of sufficient force to prevent seesawing and the bubble could

be controlled if the fore and aft trim was within limits of 1,000 pounds. At Times a small
bubble in safety tank was required to stop the descent so as to obtain a trim at the
ordered depth. For ascending vertically, enough water was blown from safety tank to
obtain a positive buoyancy of about 4,000 pounds. Since there was no means for

blowing exact amounts from safety tank it was often necessary to reduce the rate of
ascent by partially venting safety tank. The bubble was controlled by using the planes
to increase or reduce the resistance to ascent on either the bow or the stern, as applied.

The more rapid the rate of ascent, the more effective was this method of control of the
bubble. The point at which safety was vented to stop at the desired depth depended
upon the rate of ascent and depth of layer present. in ascending into layers of different
density than the one in which the hovering trim had been obtained, while on the way
up, enough water was pumped from or flooded into auxiliaries to give about 3,000
pounds negative buoyancy at the new depth. As soon as the rate of ascent was checked,
this excess waTer was removed and a hovering trim was attained. The chief disadvantage
in ising safety tank was the necessary venting which blanked out the sonar gear. The
time of venting safety and the time of needing information on the ice disposition nearly

always coincided. A large inboard vent on safety tank or a small amidship tank of
about 10,000 pounds located at the center of buoyancy which could be blown or vented
inboard or in which the amount of water could be varied by a hydraulically operated

water displacing piston would eliminate this condition by providing a more flexible
mearns of depth control."

The BOAPFiSH and the CARP were equipped with a modified CXJC-1 unit, which

measured the temperature and salinity and computed the expected ballast changes to
maintain neutral buoyancy. The equipment was modified to record separately salinity
and temperature and proved valuable in giving a continual recording of these two

parameters for the oceanographic study. The errors in these records compared to point

checks on bucket samples with thermometer and hydrometer appear to be within
expected allowances (20 F. and 025 0/,,) The ballast change indicated by the buoyancyS~recorder did not always fall within the allowable error of the value computed from

the temperature-salinity data. Very gross discrepancies were observed during both
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patrols between predicted and actual ballast changes. Operationally, salinity-tempera-
ture recorders (CXJC, OCN) did not contribute to the prediction of ballast changes but
to the qualitative explanation of changes that the diving officer found necessary. Often,

the explanation was only that the density structure had changed. The records and
observed ball-ist changes have not been thoroughly studied, nor has the equipment
been given a laboratory check and calibration, which it is hoped will resolve the dis-
crepancies. This work will be covered in a later report.

A bothythermagram was taKen by lowering a surface-ship type BT overside prior to
dives, in the ice areas. The important layers were noted (usually bottom, and periscope

depths) and water samples then taken in each layer by a Nansen bottle cast. These
data gave a fair expectation of the dive. Since many observations were taken from
the deck a convenient boom was rigged for overside lowerings, and is shown in figure
19. The boom folded into sections for stowage in the forward torpedo roam.

The intense temperature la/ers, of course, provide many opportunities for "floats."

In the Bering Strait, on 30 July 1947, the BOARFISH readily floated on a stable layer
at periscope depth. The surface layer, 40.8°F., was well mixed to a depth of about
58 feet with a steep temperature gradient to 36.20 F. in the next 2 feet of depth. The
change in salinity was from 28.5 '/0o to 29.8 1/.,,. The vessel appeared to vary about

2 feet in depth every 4 or 5 minutes; however, insufficient data were taken to judge
any presence of internal waves. A number of "floats" were mode inside the fringe of
the pack ice. A dive at 40 feet was conducted 3 August for 5 miles into the pock ice.
Advantage was taken of a temperature layer at the 40-foot depth, and numerous floats
were made for comparisons of QLA contacts with ice observations by periscope. j

4..

PIP.

Figure 19. Boom rig, USS CARP. -•
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During the summer, the surface salinity is very variable and often falls to low values
(less than 15 W/oo) because of the rapid melting of old ice. Hence, the density of the
surface layer has large variations and localized, unusually low, values. For example,

the CXJC record for salinity, temperature and calculated density (fig. 20) was taken
during a surface run into scattered ice by the BOARFISH. The lower limit of the Esterline-
Angus recorder for salinity was set at 15 O/oo. The observed value was found to fall

below this setting in numerous patches of water some 16 miles north of the ice limit.

An estimate of the size of the low-density patches, or of the distance between patches,
cannot be made from the record since the course and speed of the vessel were much
too variable.

At, attempt was made to record continuall; buoyancy parameters on the CARP

during the stationary dives and ascents. The CXJC equipment provided continuous
observations of water temperature, salinity, and conductivity. Microtorque potentiometers

were mounted on diving plane indicators, pressure gauge, and liquidameters in order
to measure changes in buoyancy control (fig. 21). The hull angle was measured by a
pendulum device mounted in the forward room (fig. 22). The record was taken on a
six-channel Brush recorder (ink on paper), controlled by a programming switch (fig. 23).
The recorded parameters and program times are listed in Table Ill. The choice of

prngrams was not judicious since the importance of the safety tank record was not

realized until the stationary diving procedure was iniuiated. A study of the recordings
is in progress; however, results are not available for this report.IM

TABLE Ill. BUOYANCY PARAMETERS RECORDED ABOARD USS CARP

Program Time

During Each Minute

Parameter Measuring Method (seconds)

Waler temperature CxJc t0
Salinity CXXC 45

Specific conductance CXJC 15
Hull angle Damped pendulum 45

Depth Pressure gauge 15
Dow plane angle Plane indicator 45

Stern plane angle Plane indicator A5
Speed Pit log indicator 15
Rudder angle Rudder indicator 15

After trim Trim tank liquidometer 15

Ballast - Auxiliary No. 1 Tank iiquidometer 15

Ballast - Auxiliart No. 2 Tank liquidonseter 15

Ballast- Safety Tank Tank liquidometer 15

Ice Conditions
The ice encountered in the Chukchi Sea was the fringe, or pack ice, of the arctic pack.

The pieces were mostly flat glacons interspersed among much brash and rotten ice;

some were heaped, showing origin from pressure ridges of the arctic pack. Typical

conditions are illustrated in figures 24 through 34.

Considerable quantities of mud were imbedded in many glacons and floes, which
indicated the ice had originated from fast ice. Ice which is gmunded along the Alaskan

and Siberian Coasts during winter and spring picks up mud on its lower surface. This IN

mud works up through the ice during subsequent summers and winters, since melting
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Figure 20. CXJC record of surface temperature and salinity, and calculated density,

taken during BOARFISH run into scattered ice.
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Figure 21. Microtorque potenitiome~ters mounted on ballast liquidometers. USS CARP.
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Figure 22. Hull angle indicator, USS CARP.

I I-

Figure 23. Brush recorder, bridge circuits, and CXJC unit, forward torpedo room, USS

CARP. ! I
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Figure 24. Scattered brash, surface sonar frustraticn, US BOARFISH.

t a7

* Figure 25. Brash ice, USS BOARFISH, 1947.
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Figure 26. Debris ice, considerable sediment entrapped. USS BOARFISH, 194I

Figure 27. Glacons, USS BOARFISH, 1947.
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Figure 28. Brash ice, USS CHUBB in background.
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Figure 29. Brroh ice, USS CARP, 1948.
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Figure 30. Ice floe, USS CARP, 1948.

Figug- 31. Ice floe, USS CARP, 1948.

Figure 32. Ice floes forming lakes in which CARP dived, 1948.
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Figure 33. Ice floes, LISS CAPP, 1948.

Figu,e 34. Ice flce, IJSS CARP, 19:,48.
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takes place or. the upper surface during summer and new ice builds on the lower surface

during winter. The mud is a fine silt which, when the ice melts, is contributed to the flat,
delta-like bottom of the Chukchi Sea. The surface run of the CARP carried through 55
miles of loose pack ice to the edge of the arctic pack. The vertical dives and under-ice
operations were conducted in the leads and lakes illusirated in figures 29 through 41.

Occasionally, it was necc.sary to break through ice when a lead was not available.
The techniques at flooding down aft and riding up on the ice, which had been success-
fully used by the SENNET in the Ross Sea, were applied with good success. One break-
through is shown in figures 35 to 38; the ice crack was generated by ramming.

Airciaft of the VPAL Squadron 20 conducted aerial reconnaissance of ice in the
vicinity of the CARP's operations and north to the arctic pack. A copy of the caurial ice
plot is shown in figure 39. During the reconnaissance flight of 5 September 1948, vertical

overla~oping photographs were taken; examples are shown in figures 40 and 41. The
area vwhich was photographed and the flight track is indicated on figure 39. It is pertinent

to note that the CARP operated in the areas covered by this reconnaissance, 71010' to

72c8'N, 166-167cW.

Figure 35. Crack through floe formed when USS CARP rammed pack ice.

Figure 36. Opcning of crack in figure 35.
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Figure 37. USS CARP, 1948. j
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ber -- height, 4500 ft; length of sector approximately one mile.
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Sonar and Under-Ice Navigation
The BOARFISH was successful in three extended dives uncier the pack ice. Rear

Admiral A. R. McCann, Captain L. C. Chappel, and Captain D. C. White were aboard
the BOARFISH for the initial dive on I August 1947.

The QLA scanning sonar was used to navigate under the ice. The PPI presentation

was shown to be the expected prerequisite for under-ice navigation by sonar. The type

NK portable fathometer (Submarine Signal Co. 808B, 200 foot 'fathom, sectored scale)
mounted on the deck recorded the distance of the deck below the ice, and, in addition,
provided information on the acoustical properties of sea ice. TFe various sonar equip-

ments and associated instruments which were carried by the BOARFISH are listed in
Table IV. Only minor maintenance repairs were mode to any of the equipments, though
one embarrassing trouble occurred during the initial under-ice dive when the key slipped

out of the training siaft keyway of the topside QLA sound head and made it inoperative.
Equipments installed on the CARP are listed in Table V and are s;iown in figure 42.

Figure 42. Sonar equipment, USS CARP.
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TABLE V. EQUIPMENTS ABOARD USS CARY

Equipment Purpose Type Model Location of Controls Location of Sea Unit

Supersonic listening and echo ranging WFA Conning or F.T.R. Multiple projector topside, starboard

9B projector bottomilde. starboard

Scanning sonar QIA-1 Conning Tops;de - part

Tc..;.de fathometer 808J(NK) Forward room Topside. just aft of capstan

Zenith scanner Experimental. EDO Co. Conning Topside, forward of jackstay
freq. 80 Kc/s

High resolution Experimental. NEL Forward room Toptide, mounted obo'e IT hydrophone

freq. 1 megacycle

Sathythermogroph OCN Conning

Buoyancy control and recorders CXJC-1 and experimental Forward room Bow, near forward hatch

diving recorders

3 surfoce-ship iT's, Nonsen bottles, Deep, 0-450 ft.; shallow, 0- Portable deck boom

reversing thermometers, hydrometers, 180 ft.; very shallow, 0.70 ft.

and bottom samplers .. _ _

Recording baihythsrmograph Experimental. NEL Mounted in wotertight

chamber and hung in
thermal layer from bu,

A discussion of sonar ranges is nearly meaningless in view of the small number of
observations a: ie extremely variable temperature structure of the water. The thermal
and salinity structure is very complex, both in horizontal and vertical directions, and is

variable with the state of melting (cf bathythermograms of BOARFISH and CARP). Sonar
ranges, QC QB and QLA, were strikingly poorer in the Chukchi Sea than in the Ross
Sea. Of course, the differences in ocean structure (temperature and depth) ore just as
striking.

Some qualitative information on sonar ranges is given in Table Vj. The USS CHUBB
acted as target for both surface and periscope runs, An order of magnitude of sonar
ranges can be appraised if one scans the observations in the table. No attempt has been
made to compute the sound field for the Chukchi Sea because of the extreme complexity
and lock of obsert'-tions - nd transmission in the presence at positive gradients.

The dive :_.... .Ak' O A .1., 5 August 1947 was made at a keel depth of 120 feet,

about 25 feet above the bottom. The topside QLA transducer was used. Average contact
ranges were 400 yards, with occasional echoes from large pieces of ice at 800 yards.
The normal ice thickness was observed on the NK upward fathometer to be cbout 15

feet. Pieces 20 to 35 feet thick were interspersed with the thinner ice and brash. The
maximum observed thickness . -.. 40 feet. The quality of the echoes was strikingly

similar to the character and r;* definition of shoal echoes.

The extent of the ice target, the layered thermal structure and the sound scattering

character of ice contribute to non-discrete echoes.
It is noted that the vessel was cruising in uniform temperature and density layer. The

topside soundhead was about 50 feet above the fiat silted bottom.
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r 6 Agust1947TABLE Vt. SONAR OBSERVATIONS, CHUKCHI SEA, UISS BOARFISH

Waves: height, A feet; period, 3 seconds; no white caps (8T shown below).

C:ONDITIONS

BOARPISH periscope depth, 58 feet; speed. 3 knots; course, 180' true.

target: CHUBB on surface, speed 10 knotls (two engines), circling BOARFISH. closing and opening range. L~ater CH'UBB lay to for approach by

BOARFISHt. CHUBB pinging. [JT readings were token Continuously, but only readings of interest in comparison with other sonars are entered.)

08 Jr

Pinging and listening Listening Periscope Ranges OLA Scanning

'7Pinging heard 150' Contact 150' 1800 ydls. Bottomnside head -. observed bottom echo

Screws heard 148' held 1460 11250 yrds. ring all bessrings at about 350 yds.

143' throughout 1440

£139' ruo 140' 750 yds.

137'
k-127' 580 ydls., beam No target

aspectChanged to topside transducer

C'079' 060' 425 yds.

086 306ds 058'

061' 053' 575Syds.

054' 045' 600 ydls. No bottom echo ring showing

Screws and pinging audible 344' 560 yds. 343' 6050 yds.

p. 337' 333' Target strong to 700 yds.I

288' 350 yds. 290' AOO yds.
267' 25' 350 ydls.

220' 218' 425 ydls.
211' 204' 500 ydls. Last in shadow of canning tower. Wake.1

"on starboard very strong. crossirig bow

at 200 yds.

Screws hreord 158' 158' 850 ydls. 160' 800 ydls. Weuk. behind woke frow previous circle

147' 147' 138' o 90yds.
142' 141'
131' 127' 800 ydls. 120' 800 ydls. See target through woke

Ping contact 775 yds. 750 yds. Sound head entering wake of previous ran
103' 104' 680 ydls. 103' 700 ydsi.I

Ping contact 900 ydls. 076' 077' 065' 700 ydls.

044' 045' 620 ydls. 030' 625 ydls.

Ping contact 718 yds. 023' 014' 700 yds.

314' 333' 325' 630 yds.

280' 280' 700 ydls. C

253' 250' 700 ydls.

203' 203' 750 yds. 200' ?75 ydls.

159' 159' 150' 800 ydls.
143' 145' 8390 yds. 140' 800 ydls.

1 28' 1 28' 950 yds. 128' 800 yds.

115' 115' 100' 850,900 yds.

Ping contact 10,00 ydi. 105' 100' 850-900 ydls.

083' 1050 yds. Old wake distinct
075' 075' 1300 ydls. 078' 075' 1150 yds. Old wake around head -lost contact '

1500 ydls.

Ping contact 1475 ydls. 053' 053'* 1560 ydls. Wake crossing bow at 900 yds., trailing

ocro'n to 1100 yds.

Screws strill heard 182' 175'* 1740 yds.- Old wake 75 ydls. ahead
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TABLE VI. SONAR OBSERVATIONS, CHUKCHI SEA, USS BOARFISH

QB it
Pinging and Listening Listening Periscope Ranges QLA Scanning15.18 I

Screws spotty 110. 2000 yds.

Screws audible 0790 079° I 2150 yds.
Message sent via QB requesting CHUBS to lie to for SOARFISH approach

One ping contact 2350 yds. 2930 2350 yds.

Lost 3080
contact, target

stopped

Ping contact 2100 yds. 2050 yds. 337'

On approach

No contact 1375 yds. Surface reverberotion at 800 yds. intense

Reverberations intense to 1200

yds., then faint burst again at

2000 yds.

One ping contact 1160 yds. 1110 yds. One contact
1050 yds. 1075 yds. One con

t
act, 1050 yds.

40% recognition 1000 yds. 1000 yds. 0210 1000 yds. 33% recognition

100% recognition 950 ydg. 020' 900 ycls. 100% recognition

850 yds.
OS required coaching from 760 yds. 750 yds. 100% recognition
QLA to interpret multiplicity sLf Contact held into closest approach of 275

echoes and reverberation yds., 130'

bursts.

Occasional contact out to 1400 Contact held on openi;ng range to 1075

yds. Reverberations noticeably yds. Intense surface reverberation at 800

decrease at 1500 yds. Four sin- yds.
gle contacts between 2100 and

2300 yds.

7 August 1947- Chukchi Sea

Waves: height, 4 to 6 feet; period, 3 to 4 seconds. (ST shown below)

CONDITIONS

BOARFISH on surface, circling target at speed of 10 knots; ship roll about 20' (total angle).

Target: CHUBB at periscope depth, speed 3 knots, course 190' true. Contacts very spotty, both OLA and QB; high reverberation level and much -

air carried under hull by sea.

QB
Echo Ranging Periscope Bearings QLA Scanning

Intense reverberation out to 1000 yds.

Contact 1175yds. 038' 040' 038' 1100 yds.

1G0yds. 038' 043' 11 ODyds.
950 yds. 050' 050. 825 yds.

750 yds. 070' 069' 0671 700 yds. Sector 100' to stern intense turbulence

077' 610 yds. noise direction opposite to running of sea
090' 500 yds

Sector from 7'0 to stern intense 100' Contsct lost -target aspect about 150

turbulence noise 120' on target's bow
125'

Aspect zero angle

Aspect - 10' on target's starboard bow 130' 650 yds. Contact regaired

OB in shadow of OLA head 095' beam aspect about 1000 yds. Reverberation too intense

No contacts 025' 025, 600 yds. Doubtful contact
0540 beam aspect 039' 550 yds. One contact only

No contacts 075'

090'
Estimated 600 yds. No contacts
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The bottom echo was persistent and quite Strong at 400 yards range. Data of the entire

dive are given in figure 43 and the geometry of the operation is illustrated in figure 44

(horizontal and vertical distances plotted to same scale). Beyond a range of 300 yards,

the normally eff(citv" Sound cone of the OLA intercepts bath the ice overhead and the

bottom below. Contact on a deep target would be held an approach to zero range, in

comparison with shallow targets which pass into the "cane of silence" above the sound

beaim. Contact was lost on ice 30 feet thick at 100 yards range, and an ice 10 feet

thick at 200 yards range. Obviously, discrimination of target depth by observation of
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TIME 1136 1300 DISTANCE, YARDS 1400 1500
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19OC 20L0 2100 TIM1E 1144
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3700 3800 DISTANCE, YARDS 39001 TIME 1202

Figure 44. Under-ice dive, USS BOARFISH, 5 August 1947.
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lost-contact range acts in an opposite direction to the safety of the vessel. It is a gross

misconception if one visualizes the normal duty of the QLA, and other sonars, to be
the guidance of the submarine post and between submerged ice stalactites that extend
to its depth. The choice of safe cruising depth is determined from oceanographic data
of the area (bottom contour, density gradients, expected ice thickness for particular
season), observed ph-'icul properties of ice surface, and experience. The QLA provides
"a continual check, or index, on the bottom contour and the character of the ice canopy
(open patches of water, flat flae., conglo.nerates of brash ice, rafting, and so forth).

Knowledge of unexpected changes in these characteristics is essential to the under-ice
navigator, The problem is not that of threading one's way along a complex obstacle
course, though, of course, much later some particular strategical situation may require
an arctic submarine to thread its way between ice obstacdes. A detailed report and
evaluation of the operation of the QLA equipment is given in Appendix A.

The QLA scanning sonar was used to evaluate lakes and the amount of brash which
usually clutters each lake. The lake was plotted in; course and speed were then chosen
to reach a clear position; and a vertical ascent was made. The type NK upward
fothometer detected any ice that lay oveihead during the ascent. During one ascent by

the CARP- a piece of ice was brought up on the afterdeck (fig. 45 and 46). This accident
would not have occurred if type NK fathometers hod been mounted aft o4 the conning
tower. It should have been obvious prior to the CARP's cruise that the most simple, yet
effective, scheme for providing sonar tuverage directly above the vessel is the installa-
tion of NK upward fathometers fore end aft; at least, it now is obvious. Prior To the

CARP's cruise it had been assumed that the angle of ascents would be shallow, requiring
zenith scanning for wide area of coverage. However, the success of the CARP in
executing controlled vertical ascents showed that only immediote vertical coverage was

needed. The in.ctalled zenith scanners did permit the accident shown in figures 45 and 46,
an aft deck fathometer would preclude this type of acci'dent.

An example of a dive by the CARP (5 Sept. 1948) from one lake to the adjoining lake
separated by a floe about 400 yards across is shown in figures 47 and 4R. It was
observed on QLA that the lake contained considerable glacans and that there was a
clear area of about 350 yards between the edge of the floe and the glacons. The
surfacing order was given one and one-fourth minutes (125 yards) after the 808J topside
fnthome'er indicated the conning tower had passed from under the floe. rhe ascent is I
shown at the extreme right of the 808J record (FPg. 47). The floe lay about 100 yards

actern (fig. 48), and a glacon about 200 yards forward of the bow.

Under-Ice Echo Sounder (NK) Records
The type NK (808B-808J) fathometer is a portable unit manufactured by the Submarine

Signa: Company, Boston, Mass * The magnetostrictive sound head consists of two nickel
stocks mounted in a wooden case and is shock excited (nominal frequency 22 kc.). The
recorder has four scales at two different speeds, that is, A scale, 0 tv 55 feet fathoms,
B scale, 35 to 90 feet, fathoms, C scale, 70 to 125 feet,jfathoas, and D scale, 1C0 to

160 feet fathoms.
Sample records are shown in figures 40, 50 and 51. The denser, narrow trace is due j

to reflections from the open water surface The vertical scale is the distance above the
deck. Two scales, B and C, were used, depending upon the ice thickness. The apparent . "

Som, reports have incorrectly stated the BOARFISH acnu CARP corTi,-d type NK-7 folh-reet-rs. Co•n-

merciol typL.s 808B and 80BJ (similo, to Novv 1940 type NKt were installed. There is an essentitl differ.

ence; the sPctored scale is furnished on the 8088 J types.
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fig-ire 45. !cc caugh~t on, derk during verticc'i aiscent of USS CAR., 5 September 1948

Fique 4. Ie caghtan eck urig Vrticl QL~n of S$ ARP
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Figure 48. Floe under which CARP dived, 5 ýeptember 1 948.
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upward dispiacement of the trace indicates B-scale recording. Waves 3 to 4 feet in
height are shown on tht. record of figure 49. They were observed near the edge of the
ice. The waves were selectively damped a few hundred yards inside the edge of the

scattered ice.
The NK records have considerable distortion since the vertical scale is greatly ex-

panded over the horizontal scale. Sample records were replotted to uniform scale in
order to present the dive in proper relation (see fig. 44).

In comparison to the water sujrface trace, the ice echoes appeared as brood traces
of lighter but uniform density and variable width, depending upon the ice thickness.
Distinct, separate floes are shown, as well as nearly contiguous floes dispersed with
occasional small pools. The uniform density of the trace over the entire depth of the
ice is most interesting and suggests that the impinging sound is scattered back from
throughout the body of the ice rather than spectra!ly reflected by the water-ice interface.

The general appearance of the ice trace is very similar to that of a surface ship's woke
observed from beneath by the same fathometer mounted on the deck of a submarine
(USS S-18, October 1943). A sample wake record (fig. 52) taken from reference 7 is
reprinted for comparison.

The diffuse appearance of the ice echo is probably caused by internal scattering of
sound; the ice is not a spectral reflector in the 20-kc. frequency region.

The variation of the recorded echo trace with ice depth has been computed for two
cases: (1) volume scatterirng; i, e-, bound appreciably penetrates and is scattered back

from throughout the body of ice, and (2) diffuse reflection; i. e., sound is scattered
back from a very thin layer of the lower surface. For case (1), volume scattering, it is
assumed that the ice is fairly transparent and that a constant amount of sound energy

is scattered back per unit volume of ice. For case (2), it is assumed that the energy scat-
tered back per unit isonified area of the water-ice interface is constant and independent
of the angle of incidence.

The effective "ping" length for the NK equipment was chosen to be 2 feet (0.4 milli-

second) (fig. 53). The directivity pattern for the transducer is shown in figure 54. The
curve marked "Narrow plane" refers to the short dimension of the transducer face, and
"Wide plane" refers to the long dimension (transducer is rectangular, nickel stock,
6% x 3% x 4 inches).

The step-curves were used in the "summation" of energy scattered back to the trans-

ducer. The computed curves for three different thicknesses of ice are shown in figure 55

for each case - volume scattering, and diffuse reflection. The relative sound pressure I
(db) is plotted against the distance above the transducer (depth in feet) analogous to
the experimental conditions. The depth of the transducer is taken to be 100 Feet. Two
"tails" are shown at the 'Jpper end of the curves in figure 55 which correspond to two
choices of the contribution from the ice above the sea surface. The right-hand "toil"
appears if it is assumed that the ice continues for some distance above the water and
the scattering remains constant per unit volume The left-hand "tail" corresponds to the
assumption that the ice stops abruptly at the sea suiface. The true representation likely
lies between these two extremes.

It is noted that the curves for volume scattering rise fairly steeply, but fall rather
slowly while the "ping" travels through the ice. The curves for the diffuse reflector rise

abruptly and foil much more rapidly than those for volume scattering. The fall would
be very rapid if the transducer lobe pattern were narrow.

The dynamic range of the NK recorder is limited because of the response characteris- -
tics of the recording paper. The dynamic range curve, figure 54, was obtained by
measurement of the optical density of the recording paper with a reflection densitometer

5'9.
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Figure 52. NK record of suiface-ship wake obberved on Liss S-18, October 1943.

Figure 53. Oscillogram of outgoing ping, NK fathometer.
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Figure 54. NK projector pattern and response characteristics of recorder paper.
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s~N PRESSURE. 4. SOUND PRE 55uAt. db

------- ~--.-.

PeOFILIES ALONG5 COURSE. (YARDS)

Figure 55. 01.served echo profiles card calculated profiles for volume scattering and
* diffuse reflection.

for various acoustic pressures (Constant receiver gain). In the field, the operator normally
sets the receiver gu~n sufficiently high to just record a distinct tracie ol mediurn den-sity,
which is a dynomic range of about 5 db above no visual troce. The profile curves of
figure 55 would therefore, be clipped by the recorder about 5 db below their peak
values. If this clipping is kept in mind, it is seen that the cbserved profiles, figure 55,
are similar to thcre for volume scattering. The observed profiles were obtained by
measuring the density of the INK records with the reflection densitometer and the given
dynamnic range curve. A profile was taken each strip of record, corresponding to a
5-yard distance ailong The submarine course. Thirty profiles for a distance of 150 yards

arf shown. Each profile is plotted in relative sound pressure (db) above its own base

line coiresponding to no visual trace. The wooer surrace appears very distinct as a
sharply rising curve which reaches saturation density of the ret'ording paper. The ice
profiles rise less abruptly and then remain constant to the range of the upper surface.
Hihe saturation of the trace for the water surface reflect~on precludes any comparison
of the target strength of the ice wiih that of the water-air inter-face. This information is
needed and should be measured in subsequent arctic experimrents.
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The volume scattering by sea ice is probably due to the entrapped air bubbles,
analogous to the similar phenomenon in ship wakes. It has been shown that for wakes,
which may contain bubbles of widely varying size, the large contribution of scattered
sound energy results from bubbles resonant to the frequency of the impinging sound
wave.8

The diameter for resonant bubbles in wakes near the surface for 20-kc. sound is about
0.3 mm. A number of ice chunks were inspected and it was noted that many bubbles
were entrapped in the ice. The bubble diameter was estimated to be 0.1 mm. Other ice

samples were masses of packed, uniform crystalline spheres about 0.5 mm. in diameter.
Air bubbles were not observed within the crystalline spheres, and it was not clearly

ascertained whether or not minute bubbles might exist in the solution filling the interstices
"between the spheres. It has been painted out in numerous discussions" of the properties
of sea ice that air bubbles form within the ice during the freezing process. If the tem-
perature of sea water (35 0 /qt, salinity) is lowe:ed, needle crystals of pure ice begin to
form at about 28.5 degrees F. Between this temperature and 17.2 degrees F., a lattice
of pure ice forms which entraps brine cells. At the latter temperature, sodium sulfate
begins to precipitate, and finally at -9.4 degrees F. precipitation of sodium chloride

begins. Dissolved air comes out of solution in the form of small bubbles during the
freezing process, though sometimes the bubbles are smaller than can be detected by
the unaided eye. The faster ice freezes, the larger and more numerous are the bubbles.

Newly frozes ice usually contains more air in the topmost layers.
It is believed that some air penetrates into the ice from the surface during late spring

and summer. Ice in the upper layers melts from within owing to the brine content. The
melting begins around the brine cells. The transformation of ice particles into water in
the brine cells is a diminution in volume and gives rise to the tendency for small vacua
to be formed within the ice lattice. These spaces are filled with air from the atmosphere,

not with water from below, since the ice on the underside is tight. Melting starts in the
topmost layers inside and works down through the ice. After advanced melting, the ice
is porous, and the brine trickles out leaving ice of nearly zero salinity.

The air content of sea ice with variations in temperature, age, depth, rapidity of

freezing, and so forth, presents many problems for the study of the acoustical properties
of sea ice. These are of primary importance if sonar is to be successfully applied to
submarine operations in paler areas.

Experimental Scanners
Two experimental scanners were tested on the CARP: (1) a zenith scanner built by the

Edo Corporation, College Point, N. Y., and (2) a high resolution (1-inc.) scanner built
by NEL. Both scanners used a "pulse-time travel" method.

The Edo scanner uses a transducer mounted in a hemispherical plastic dome (fig. 56),

which scans in the vertical plane and can be trained in azimuth. The nominal frequency
is 85 kc., and presentation is by c-r tube. Two range scales are available, 100 feet and

500 feet. The unit was designed and built in a brief period. The construction is good,
"and the unit worked well within its capabilities (cf. ref. 6). However, the equipment was
operationoaly ineffectual, partly because of the inherent scanning difficulties of pinging
systems at short ranges with oscilloscope presentation. Aural echo information would
supplement the visual target identification.

The nigh resolution scanner was designed and built at this Laboratory in about four

months. The work was done in haste and, necessarly, pieces fromrr iarious available
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Figure 56. Hemispherical dome, Edo zenith scanner.

equipments, both sonor and radar, were used. Despite the hasty construction, the unit

answered important questions with regard to the method of attack on the sonar problem.

The equipn2nt is a pinging system; nominal sonar frequenc> is 1 mc. The projector

and hydrophone are circular quartz crystals, 2 inches in diameter. They are mounted in

oil-filled cylinders with stainless-steel windows, 0.001 inch thick. The ping length is

between 20 and 40 microseconds, and the effective angle is probably between 1 and 2

degrees. The echo is presented on a paper recorder similar to that of the NK-1 fathom.

eter. The projector-hydrophone assembly scans in the vertical plane and was mounted

on the JT hydrophone in order to provide training in azimuth (fig. 57). The car .p-

ment was installed in the forward room (fig. 58).

The maximum observed range for the free sea surface was about 100 feet. The

reflection coefficient of the water-ice surface appeared to be appreciably lower. The

appearance of the recorder trace suggests that at I mc. the ice is a diffuse reflector.

The acoustic output and amplifier gain are not known, since the equipment was con-

structed in too much haste to provide these measurements. Details of the equipment will

be given later under a separate report.

No operational need arose for a scanning device of high angular resolution. The

inherent slow scorning rate reduced its effectiveness during the dives to nearly zero. Z

This high-frequency, high-resolution method will be uNed later in the design of small

devices to protect the periscope.

The important conclusion is that zenith scanning devices must have rapid, continual

presentation, and are second order refinements in under-ice instrumentation. A zenith

scanner is not a prerequisite for successful navigation of the Arctic Ocean.
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Figure .57. Projector asseinbly, 1-Mc pinger (guard cover in place).

Figure 58. Control equipment, I-Mc pingcr (forward room, USS CARP).
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PROGRAM FOR RESEARCH
Conclusions based on the three completed field studies are:
1. The reality of a polar submarine that con navigate the entire Arctic Ocean is .;at

only admissible, but may be on immediate practicality.

2. The prerequisite equipments for under-ice navigation are standard, available
equipments, though the techniques of interpretation are new. The first order prob-
lems of polar sea operations are resolved directly or by modifications of present

equipment.
It is neither the purpose of this report nor the prerogative of an undersea physicist

to discuss the tactical situations or strategical arnd political implications imposed by the
conclusions. It is his responsibility to provide the maximum information and tools for
any ocean operation, in particular, for a new operational area. The tactical applications
and feasibility of an arctic submarine have been discussed by Lt. Comdr. Charles Hendrix,
USN, while attached to the Office of Naval Research,10 and by the Naval Examining
Board of the NAUTILUS Expedition.' Also, a great deal of valuable information has been
given by Sir Hubert Wilkins on the expedition in which the first submarine penetration
of the Arctic Ocean was made in 1931. The political implications are discussed by Dr.
Shelesnyok and many others,: and the activities of the Administration of the Northern

Sea Route, U.S.S.R., ure well recognized.12

The specific major conclusions of the three completed operations are:
1. SENNET: The maneuverability of a submarine in ice and the amount of punish-

ment by ice that can be withstood was demoostrated. Navigation by sonar in the

vicinity of icebergs was found succes.sful. Scanning sonar is a prerequisite.
2. BOARFISH: Extended under-ice navigation was demonstrated and is practical.

Scanning sonar furnished a major part of the solution.
3. CARP: Vertical dives and ascents were made in ice lakes and leads and unques-

tionably demonstrated that diving control is practical in ice areas. Sonar needs are
simple.

The purpose of the laboratory program prior to the BOARFISH cruise was the adapta-
tion of submarines to operations along the fringe of ice areas. The ice was anticipated
to afford unequalled protective cover for submarine operations. The objective later
expanded to the study of a submarine which is to penetrate to any part and cross the
Arctic Ocean. The problem has resolved into two avenues of attack: (') oceanographic
and sane . studies of arctic areas, und (2) the modification of a fleet-type submarine
for the further study of under-ice operations. The plans tor conducting this research are
discussed in the remainder of the report.

Oceanographic-Sonar Studies
The oceanographic program cc!Is for a fairly comprehensive study of the Bering and

Chukchi Seas. Important items are listed.

1. Ice - seasonal extent, thickness, form, and polynyos.

2. Currents - depth, cause, season, and relation to wind and ice movements.

3. Water structure - density, temperature, salinity.

4. Bottom - sounding charts, relation to currents and ice.
Some preliminary observations were n.ade during 1947 fromn the USS NEREUS (AS17)

which was equipped with basic oceanograrnhic equipment. The results will be reported
under separate cover.3 This experience provides first-hand interpretation of the results

tI
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of past expeditions - for example, the very important Maud Expedition - which furnishes
basic information across the north Siberian shelf.'

One of the most serious needs is for data on sound propagation in high latituae
ureas. Positive temperature gradients prevail in these areas. No observatio.ns have been
made on the sound field under these conditions; even the order of magnitude of the
problem cannot be established. The temperature gradients are sharp and intense (see

fig. 14). Qualitative observations from the BOARFISH suggest the essential question: Are
the positive temperature gradients sufficiently intense to defeat any sonar (ranging or
listening) on a stirface ship attempting to detect a target below the gradient; that, is it
a prerequisite that the target and detecting sonar must be on the same side of the
gradient?

Positive gradients present difficulties with which we have neither experience, observed
data nor theoretical calculations. The Royal Canadian Navy experienced unsolved diffi-
culties with German U-boats in the positive water off the approaches to Halifax (cf.
ref. 14). 4

The difficulties of sonar and the need for data on sound propagation in arctic areas

are further illustrated by a few calculatinns of ray diagrams. The diagrams ore per-
tinent for u submerged soua e which is attempting to scan the surface for small targets.
Errors in the apparent location of the target because of the influence of refraction ore
shown. The temperature structures often change rapidly in space and time; therefore,
the ray diagrams are oomewhat fictional. However, at least the order of magnitude at
errors in lor.ztion are probably indicated.

The projector depth was chosen to be 75 feet. A surface target at 800 yards subtends
an angle of 1.8 degrees with the projector. The path of the 1.8-degree ray is calculated
and shown for four cases of arctic conditions (figs. 59 to 62). The lost case is similar to
the situation observed during dives by the CARP. Scanning results and interpretations
were much better during dives of the CARP than of the BOARFISH. (Cases 1 and 2 are
somewhat typica: of conditions during BOARFISH dives.)

During the post seven years, a great deal of data Lhcs been gathered on sound trans-
mission in mixed and negative-gradient water off San Diego. The results, though em-
pirical in form, give a basis for sonar engineering. The method is costly in time, ships,
and manpower. It had been planned to pursue weil-defined, limited experiments which

would lead to a complete theory of underwater sound. Howeve-, since the available

data on sound propagatio:, in positive-layered water are nil, we somewhat reluctantly
return to the empirical methcd and will attempt to measure the sound field under various
ai-tic conditions. Thou.:h the method is costly, it appears mandatory in view of the

possible military urgency (or sonar information in arctic aieas.
An expedition is planned for the summer of 1949 to study sound propagation and

oceanography of the Bering and Chukchi Seas. The laboratory vessels, USS BAYA
(ESS31J) and the EPCE(l)-857 will be used to conduct sound field measurements,
and, in conjlu ction with the HMCS CEDARWOOD, will conduct oceanographic studies.
The Pacific Oceanographic Group, Nanaino., and the Pacific Naval Establishment,

Esquimalt, B. C. (the Canadian oceanographic and sonacir laboratories on the Pacific
coast), expect to join the Navy Electronics Laboratory in these studies. It is believed
that in the channels east of Vancouver Island, water conditions are nearly identical
with those of the Chukchi Sea in respect to thermal-salinity layering. The similarity
will be verified, and then, in these sheltered waters, a study of the physics of upward

refracted sound and intense thermal layering can be made in an exacting laboratory

Calculations prepared by M. Sheehy, Head of Analysis Section, Research Division.
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manner. The study is on a continuing basis in cooperation with the Canadian Naval
lcboratories of the British Columbia area. The oceanographic program includes-

1. "lottom topography and sediment (including geological study with respect to
geographic posi:ion, size, source and transport of sediment).

2. Thermal-salinity structure (including detailed study of small areas to unravel

unique dynamic stability of extreme thermal layers).
3. :orizontol currents (variation with respect to position, tide, depth, and so forth).
4. Properties of ice (structure, air content, sediment content, salinity and acoustical

properties).

SUBMARINE MODIFICATION FOR CONTINUING
RE(EARCH

Continued familiarization cruises by the Fleet should prove valuable for introducing
more personnel to arctic areas. Simple under-ice dives at the fringe of the pack,
and surface maneuvering in ice provide valuable training and alleviate the fear of

an unfamiliar area. However, it is most important to realize that further arctic research
with the current fleet-type submarine has reached the point of diminishing returns.
It is. therefore, imperative that a fleet submarine be speciT'Iculy .i-difed for arctic
research. The modification is relatively simple, yet should provide, perhaps, three-

fourths of the answers which will be needed to design on arctic operational vessel.

Simplicity at this stage is all important.
On the basis of completed work, premises for the operation of the modified submarine

t;an be stated.

1. Contemplated operations are for summer only at this research stage. The amount
of open water throughout the arctic pack is very considerable (this point is dis-

cussed in de-tail in refs. 1, 10, 13, and 15).
2. Contact between hull and ice is normal and expected. The submarine is very

maneuverable and can force its way through considerable ice.
3. Primary safety and choice of cruising depth is based on oceanographic data

and experience. Sonar is not intended for threading a course through complexity
of ice obstacles at this time. Sonar provides protection against icebergs and the

major obstacles in depth. Areas of fast ice are approached with extreme caution.4. Visual observation is to be u~edl for oil direction of maneuvering in ice when in -

surface condition.
5. Scanning sonar (QLA) provides required information on the ice canopy.

6. Ascents in leads and under-ice landings are practical and are guided by topside
faihometers.

The modification of the fleet-type submarine will consist essentially of the following

alterations:

1. The vessel should be made symmetrical by running topside keels (turtleback) to
permit resting underneath ice, and by providing associated dhanges in topside

gear (retractable sonar and ro '-r, 32-foot periscope in control, and so on).
2. Thermal ice drills should be installed for engine supply and exhaust.

3. Minor internal changes of equipment must be made to expedite navigation by
sonar and to operate the,- .il drills.

A schematic proposal for the modification is given in figures 63 to 67, and the mod-.

ficaticns ore listed in Table VIII. Detailing f buoyancy chcirqes for stability are not
given; the proposal is for initiol planning and discussion. Presentation of a diagram
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Figure 67. Ice drill, exhaust-intake system.

is known as "the proverbial riggina of one's neck." However, it gives 11he reader some-
thing to "chew,' and at least provides him with the superiority to pass judgment
wheffher the scheme and initiator are non compos mentis.

The t opsid keel provides a flush deck, or "turtleback" for ascents in leads, and for j

resingunerice floes. It is a free-flooding superstructure with the deck at about the
heigt o th preentbrige. he eckare is pprximtaly140 squrefeet, and

the resureon the ice, for evarnple, at 50 tons positive buoyancy (after and bowI buoyancy tanks blown) would be about 0.5 pound per square inch- The bow can prob-
ably be reinforced to give the vessel more power in surface maneuvering against ice.

The height of the "turtleback" deck permits the use of 32-foot periscopes in the control
room, and 30-foot ice drills (16 feet exposed). Four ice drills are proposed which can '

be interconnected in any intake-exhaust sequence in order to provide flexiblity andA
saiety. The drills are heat-pressure type. Numerous schemes are possible; one example
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is ihown. The drill head is an electric resistance heater (chromalox, calrod, or similar)

and is driven by hydraulic pressure, ship's hydraulic system, or trim pump. A core of

ice will be floating in the tube at completion of the drilling and con be expelled by
flow from the trim pump or can be lowered to the bottom of the drill chamber and
melted. If the intake drill becomes frozen in the ice, hot water can be pumped into
it during the lowering. The exhaust drill should remain free because of hot exhaust

gases.
The minimum diameter of the drills is dictated by the required volume of air for engine

supply. Air volumes and corresponding reductions of pressure in the boat are estimated
for a 30-foot length of drill tube in Table VII.

TABLE VI1

Nominal Altitude

Inside Decrease of Corresponding to Volume of

Tube Diameter Pressure in Boat Pressure Decrease Air Delivered

(inches) (inches of mercury) (feet) (cu. ft. per in.)

8 4 4000 12,000

6 4 4000 5,200

8 6 6000 14,000

6 6 6000 1.400

it is assumed that the scavenging blower on each engine requires approximately 5,600
cubic feet of air per minute. Obviously, the choice of tube size must further be based

on material strength and availability.

The sonar equipments must be concentrated in the conning tower for directing under-
ice navigation and ascents. The divorcement of equipments on the BOARFISH and CARP
was a major difficulty. The QLA scanning Equipment s.hould be provided with both

tor side and bottomside transducers. The topside traiisducer shou.d be tiltable in. eleva-
tion for close-range scanning and to take advantage of particular thermal gradients
that are encountered. Zenith ice scanners ore not listed, nor are they a design contem-
plated at this stage of under-ice research. We are not in a position to recommend

specifications for development of a zenith scanner. The tilting feature is useful in further
work, and is recommended. Its use may lead to spcifications for a zenith scanner.

Five type 808J topside fathometers distributed along the deck will give complete over-
head coverage for all depths greater than 50 feet below overhead targets, and should

furnish more than adequate information during under-ice landings and vertical ascents

into leads.
Four hydraulically operated rams (e.g. six-inch diameter, 3-foot kcngth) are suggested

to assist, if required, the frictional drag during under-ice anchoring; in the presence

of currents.
Additions that are of value but not immediate priority are modification of one peri-

scope to permit penetration through ice (heavy shell and thermal drill head), a large

diameter thermai didl for personnel and equipment access to the surface, and a heat
exchanger and hull insulation to provide hot-water storage in ballast tanks.

Consideration should bL given to float mines for release in sequence from the after

tubes, and tests mode to determine the effectiveness of breaking a hole from below

-y uwith explosives. A 54-pound wrecking mine lowered to about six feet below the lower
surface of the ice is stated to be sufficient generally to crock a glason 100 feet across

and 30 feet thick.
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Conclusion
A "turtleback" submarine is required before further under-ice work can be accom-

plished. The modification and its use is entirely experimental - the development of
a new tool to investigate the unknown. The stage is somewhat analogous to the
modificaotion of the magnet for an outdated arc transmitte: into the original cyclotron.

A laboratory should have primary cognizance of the experiment, and thu modification
should be a direci expediency between laboratory, naval yard, and cognizant bureaus.
The priority is most urgent in view of the very limited and fixed season, once each
yea:, open to experiment, and because of the number of years that will elapse between

experiment and a vessel for fleet operations.

TABLE VIII - Modifications for Turtleback Submarine

Modification Fig. No.

1. Topside keel and flush deck fitted to pressure hull app-oximately at height of present 63,64

bridge topen structure or plate - cove-ed for stremllining).

2. Reinforce bow for ice-breakine.

3. Thirtytwo foot periscopes to control room. 63

4. Four thermal ice drills, hydraulically controlled. 63,64,67

5. tIduction and exhaust lines and valves for connecting ice drills. 67

6. Trim pump connections for control of ice drill, and electric unit for heating water (or 66

some method of supplying hot water to drills for breaking !ase after operation).

7. Concentrate sonars in conning, including:
a. QLA: topside head, retractable and tiltable; bottomside head.
b. OB type, echo-ranging unit (battomsilde projector) for communication and iceberg

reconnaissfnLe _
c. JT listening equipment.

d. Five types NK or 808) topside fathometers for under-ice landings. 64

e. Short scale modification added to NGA fothometer.
I Experimental salinity temperature recorder (CXJC-1t, buovancy-control recorder,

and vertical accelerometer.

8. Radar must be retractable and provisions made for securing the radio antenna below

the "turtleback" during dives.
9. Inboard vent for supply tank.

.- 5

tO. After buoyancy tonr to be used with bow buoyancy for under-ice unchorings. 63

11, Four hydraulic rorns for driving into ice as under-ice anchors. 64

"12. Periscope modified wyith heavy shell and thermal unit to permit drilling

through ice.

"13. Thermal drill for personnel access to surioce, 24 to 30 inches in diameter.

"14. Heat eýchonger on engine, exhaust, and insulolioir of a ballast lank to provide

storage of hot seawater.

p15. Equip after torpedo room with under-ice mines.

7'Note: These items ore cf lower prto.ity, and are not needed for next research phase.
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APPENDIX A - NOTES ON QLA OPERATIONS
CONDUCTED BY USS BOARFISH AND USS CARP:

USS 
BOARFISH, 

Arctic 
Cruise, 

1947

While in the vicinity of the ice pack, the QLA was used on two surface runs into

the ice pack, and four submerged runs under the pack. Four of these runs are described
he-e, together with comments on the operation of QLA equipment.

At 0900 headed into the ice at slow speed to test QLA with bottomside soundhead.

We obtained ranges up to 600 yards on flat pieces of ice about 15 feet long and one

1439 - On this dive Rear Admiral A. R. McCann, USN, and party were aboard. We
dove and planed down to 110 feet and headed under the ice. The most unfortunate
equipment casualty of the trip occurred at this time. A key dropped out of a keyway

in the topside QLA training motor coupling. This forced us to shift the QLA to the
bottomside soundhead. With this compromise arrangement it was possible to see the

ice on either beam, but, of course, not the ice ahead because of the masking effect
of the hull. The ice which could be seen was detected at ranges ou; to 1200 yards . I
and gave guud indication on the QLA PPI. As we proceeded under the ice our only
means of determining the presence and configuration of nearby ice was by the NK
topside fathometer. By this we could determine the depth of ice above us when it

was directly overhead. The average depth of ice under which we passed was 8 to

10 feet; these pieces were about 75 feet long. When we were about two arid one-

half miles into the field, an indication of a rapidly deepening piece of ice appeared

on the NK fathometer. The depth of this piece reached 40 feet; at cur keel depth,

this left a clearance of only 13 feet over the perifcope sheers. We went deeper-

to 120 feet--then circled and headed out. In surfacing, a flat piece of ice skidded
over the bow, another over the stern, and one off the port side of the cigarette deck.

The downward pressure of this last one on the port wing antenna caused the after

antenna stanchion to be bent forward.

4 AUGUST 1947

On this day the wind and sea were beginning to pick up from the southwest with
sea force two and wind force three. In the morning we dove to 110 feet for another
run under the ice. The ice at the edge of the field was mostly loose brash and slush
which gave very poor indication on the QLA. After we got under the ice, QLA began
to give good indications on ice about 6 feet deep. Later we passed under 'he edge

of a piece of ice 40 feet deep from which the QLA obtained very strong echoes. 
3

5 AUGUST 1947

The longest run under the ice, five miles, was mode on this day. Due to the wind
arnd sea conditions of the day before, the field was mare closely packed than pre-
viously. We started in at 120 feet. Usual ranges on the QLA were 400 yards, with

occasional echoes from large pieces at 800 yards. The ice averaged 10 to 15 feet
in thickness and 1500 yards in horizontal extent. We passed under one piece of ice
that was fifty feet deep. In general, the QLA ranges were not good; bottom return

.Note prepared by A. H. Roshon. Jr. and F. Baltzly, Jr., FM Sonar Group, Development Division.• 
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was quite strong at 400 yards. The BI trace showed several violent positive and nega-
tive excursions. These ice targets had echo characteristics very similar to shoal echoes
rather than the ringing quality of solid targets. It appears that this effect was caused
by signal return from the large areas of the rough bottom surfaces of the ice. Small
isolated pieces of ice sound more like the solid targets we ore used to, although, due
to their odd and random conflguration, they seldom present a smooth and symmetrical
"blob" on the screen. We made tape recordings and took several photographs of
the indicator screen an this run.

Conclusions
The multiplicity of targets in ice navigation presents a problem in sonar operation

very similar to that encountered in mine evasion operations involving QLA. In this,
an operator, ever a thoroughly trained one, must concentrote so heavily on the details
of operating the equipment, that it is most difficult for him to keep mental note of the
broad picture and disposition of the submarine in her negotiation of the field. It was
found, in the case of mine evasion tactics, that on "Evaluoaing Officer" was of inva!u-
able aid in guiding the operator to report and hold contact on the most important
targets. This officer stood near the QLA operator and viewed the screen with him,
directing search areas and sectors, indicating targets to be concentrated upon as they

were contacted, and directing the operator to discontinue contact when the relative
position of the target indicated that it was of no forther navigational concern. This
effected an economy of operator effort, improving his effiiency and greatly reducing
the possibility of a hazardous target being undetected. Perhaps the addition of an
Evaluating Officer w.,uld be equally useful in ice navig•ctiro, by QLA.

The need was again shown for the extreme desirability of a method or system of
tilting the QLA sound'iead. Primarily, this woulJ permit range extension by counter-
acting the downbending of the sound beam. Secondarily, it wculd permit echo rang-
ing in a vertical arc. This last might be developed into a means of determining, at
least approximately, the vertical dimension of a piece of ice.

In reference to the equipment failures, the most extensive troubles were with the
hoist-train mechanisms of the soundheads. Relativel', t'ie greatest weaknesses of design
lie in thrs section of the system. The Borco stiprings functioned without mishap through-i-

out the trip. Their moistureproof design proved very desirable, andý the continuous rota-

tion which they afforded was a distinct advantage from the standpoint of taLtical
operation.

USS CARP, Arctic Cruise, 1948
The QLA-1 scanning sonar afforded horizontal bearina and range information, giv-

trig a good pic:ure of the area round the boat to a range of 600 yards and more. It
was found that most immediately important was information on ice out to a range of
300-400 ) mrds. The resolution of the target portrayal was sufficiently goad to enable
the operator to differ, itiate betwu'en large, medium, and small pieces of ice. Even the

general character of the pieces could be determined by the aural indications from the
loudspeaker; the smooth, even pieces giving a bell-like echo and the rough, jagged
pieces giving a rough (polychromatic) echo. Always, when surfacing after a run under
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or around ice, the positioning of nearby ice very closely approxiniated the picture just
previously presented by the QLA.

The commanding officer's report had this to say: "The QLA-1 in ranging on brash

ice, glacons, and solid ice performed beyond all expectations. Lakes from and in which
submerged operations were conducted hod only about 90 per cent clear water with
numerous pieces of rotten, brash, and glacon ice, each piece drifting at various speeds
and directions to one another. Small bits of brash ice with little underwater surface
were detected by the QLA.1 from ranges over six hundred yards to the minimum per-
formance range of the QLA-1 .......... Underwater excursions and submergence
in lakes and from one lake to another in the ice field would have been impossible
had the QLA-1 been unable to supply well in advance the location and range to open

areas inside the lakes."
Within its limitation the QLA-1 installation on board the USS CARP performed in

excellent fashion. From the tactical standpoint, the PPI information provided by this
scanning sonar was invaluable to the conning officer during the under-ice passages and
the surfacings. The better results of the equipment during this summer's operations were

due largely to more favorable and consistent water structure conditions.

Recommendations
As was pointed out in the report of the QLA operations in ice last year, the need

for a tiltable soundhead is very evident Each different tactical application of QLA
scanning sonar suggests certain approaches to technical improvements, for example,
increased bearing or range resolution, or perhaps o true bearing scale. from the stand-

point of under-ice operation the strongest need for improvement is in the soundheod
mounting. The several days of under-ice operation this summer has shown that QLA
scanning sonar con, with satisfactory water temperature conditions, provide adequate
and easily-interpretable azimuthal navigational information from ranges of about 100
yards out to about 700 yards. This applies to the equipment installed as it is on board
the USS CARP. As mentioned before, the most immediately important information
concerns the ice out to about 300-400 yards and obviously, the shorter range limita-
tion resulting from the present method of mounting the QLA soundheod leaves the QLA
blind at ranges of about 100 yards or less. Because of the fixed anpcle of the sound-
head the minimum range limitation to surface targets increases with depth. The basic

technique of QLA, which is FM sonar, permits a potential minimum range of a very
few feet. The present minimum range limitation could be reduced very greatiy by a
system to vary the angle of the soundhead by tilting.

In general, when planning to usc' QLA scanning sonar for ice operation or mine
evasion operation, the following instollational consideŽrotions should be met:

1 The QLA soundheud should be raised above nearby objects to minimize cross-

talk interference.

2. The QLA soundheod should have a tiltmount.

3. The QLA indicator should be installed with the viewing screen at eye-level height
¶. and with the plane of the screen vertical. This installation would permit the fullest

advantage to be token of the principal features of QLA scanning sonar - PF'I
"indication with rapid azimuthal scan, and multiple target presentation. The conn-

ing officer should be able to view the screen directly, and should nsot have to
wait for oral information from the operator.
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APPENDIX B - CALCULATION OF SOUND FIELD -
ROSS SEA*

Predictions of sound transmission can be made on the basis of four assumptions: (1)
The attenuation of sound is nearly the same in the cold antarctic waters as it is in tho
wormer waters near southern California; (2) transmission in the antarctic seas can be
classified by the same parameters a- have been found useful locally; (3) the magni-
tude of the dependence of transmission on these parameters is the svae; and (4) oceano-
graphic factors (for example, wind, sea state, etc.) have no greater effect on transmis-
sion in antarctic waters than they do locally.

The lost assumption is recognized to be questionable since upward refraction is prom-
inent, and the condition of the sea surface is important. However, no quantitative
data ore available from which to evaluate the influence of the surface conditions. A
hasty study has not revealed any temperature dependence of the attenuation of 24-kc.
sound over the temperature region from 55 to 70' F., but the extrapolation to much
colder water and to other frequencies may not be justified when quantitative data aro
final!y obtained in polar seas.

Three examples of the vertical thermal structure and the associated ray diagrams
are shown in figure B-1 (a), (b), and (c). The first example is a straightforward case
of upward refraction. If the temperature remains Lo.nstant, or increases, at greater
depths, the entire main lobe of the sound beam will eventually Le refracted upward
and some portions of the beans may be channeled.

The second case shows a definite temperature increase with depth below the thermo-
dine. This results in marked upward refraction at these depths, and a sound channel
is formed. For this case all sound emanating within 4 degrees of the horizontal axis
would theoretica!ly be confined in the upper 450 feet of the ocean.

A sound channel also appears in the third case. A stror.g positive temperature from
50 to 80 feet lies over a negative gradient below which is another positive gradient. If
the sound beam is taken to be 12 degrees wide, it is theoietically confined to the upper

400 feet of the sea.
Upward refraction is the dominant feature of these ray diagrams, and sound chan-

nels prevail near the surface. This is in agreement with observations.
It is of some interest to hazard quantitative guesses about sound attenuation in the

antarctic area. Again, emphasis is drown to the assumptions stated in the first para-
graph, which may or may not be supported by future experimental results. Two hundred
and thirty.nine bathytherniograms taken from the USS HENDERSON (DD785) between
23 December 1946 and 5 March 1947 were used for ihis study. These data were taken
in an area bounded by the 61st and 67th south latitudes and the 28th and 172nd
east longitudes.

Transmission of 24-kc. Sound
The transmissions of sound at 24 kc. in deep water to a shallow hydrophone can be

classified according to the depth, D., at which the temperature firct drops 0.3 F. below
the surface temperature (cf. ref. 16) Transmis~ions to a hydrophone at a depth of

300 feet can be classified by the depth, D0, at wnich the temperature has dropped 5'
F. from its value at the surface (cf. ref. 17). These two temperature parameters are
assumed to apply in the antarctic examples.

-Calculotions prepared by M. J. Shethy, Head of Analysis Section.
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The temperature data were first div-Jed into six tinre intervals in order to judge if
there were any marked diurnal variation in the thermal structure. D. was chosen to
investigaite, this. Neither marked systematic trend nor much variotion was found among

the median values of D. for each interval. Therefore, the data are considered as a
whale, and a cumulative distribution of the parameter, D.., was obtained, which is shown
in figure B-2 (a). The median value cf D_ is 116 feet, and the quartile deviation 36 feet.

It was reported in reference 9 that transmission to a hydraphone located between
16 and 50 feet below the surface cou!d be classified by the parameter D-2 . This is
illustrated in figure B-2 (b).* From figures 8-2 (a) and (b), it is seen that about 70
per cent of the time the average transmission is expected to be as good as that indi-
cated by the uppermost curve of figure B-2 (b); i.e., an attenuosion of approximately
4 db per 1300 yards. Ninety per cent of I ie time, transmission, is expected to be at least
as good as that represented by the second curve from the top, i.e. about 5 db per
"000 yards attenuatior on the average.**

In view of the prevalence of upward refraction, the ottenuaticns of 4 and 5 db per
kiloyard are probably oessimistic estimates. Also, if the attenuation should depend
upon temperature, the attenuation iz likely to be lowei in cold wuters.

1" is shown in reference 17 that transmssian of 24-kc. sOuti to a 300-foot hydrophone
in deep water can Le classified according To the parameter Di as shown in figure B-2
(c). A useful cumulative distribution of D, could not be obtained because most of the
time bathythermograms were not taken to suff.,lent depth to dctermine actual values
of D1 . However, in 70 per cent of the considered lowerings, it was established that D4
was greater than 320 feet. Therefore, about two-thirds of the time the overarct trans-
rrission should ke at least as good as that typified by the top curve oi figure B-2 (c),
i.e., on attenua.ion of aboout 6 db per kiloyard. I was noted in i•qures P.1 (a), (b)
and (c) that a depth of 300 feit is often in a sound channel, which would result in still
better transmissior at this d& pth.

"Ine minimum value of D, given by these data was 90 feet, and D: was less than 160
feet in only per cent of the cases. The avernge attenuation is, therefore, expected

to be less than 7.5 db per kiloyard at 300 .eet practicoliy all of the time.

Transmission at Sonic Frequencies
The transmission of 200, 600, and 1800 c.p-s. sound in deep water hcs been studied

in temperate waters and i :s been reported in reference 18 The transmission anus, rly,
A, is shuwn t' be given by the expression i

* fo...rnss$a•r anomaly is the intens~iy decrease in addition to thu, expected on the basis of the in-
verse square lam of intensities.

"* The stoa ment tombines an overaye oitenuatios and a percentiae of time, and it, perhaps. coA ,using.

Ue meaning is that dL ig the time that 0.. is greater than thre given vnaue, the attenuation will vary but
will hboe the stated average value. The strict presentation is the probability of observatio', of any given

attenuation at any given time This would involve co .siderations oa the distribution of thermal structi.-te

and the fluctuation of the observed aitenuation coefficients *or any given thermal structure. This procedure

i! not wa-ranted at this time.
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where:
r is the range;
R, is the range to the lost predicted Lloyd mirror maximum (equals approxi-

motely 4ab/, where a is the source depth, b the receiver depth, and x the
wavelength), and R, is a refraction rcnge given by

where c is the mean sound velocity and Ac is the amount by which velocity
between the surface and source exceeds the mean velocity between the source

and receiver.

The effect of upward refraction is to extend R,; for exomple, if R,/R 1 . :5 5i. R, is
increused by a factor of about 20. Beyond R, the sound intensity decreases with range

in accordance with the inverse fourth power low. The attenuation at these low fre-
quencies is only a fraction of a db per kiloyord and so need not be considered here.

As an example, figure B-2 (d) shows the tronsmiss•,.... anomaly curve for 0.6-kc. sound
from a source at a depth of 14 feet to a receiver at a depth of 50 feet for upward
refroation conditions such that RI/R, - 10i, i.e., ac .- -1.1 ft sec.

hi is riuted iuit0,uh.,rn .on ,hould be re!o'ivly good for sound of sonic and super-
sonic frequency. However, target recognition is not necessarily high snce in the presence

of upward refraction surface reverberationi makes the dominant contribution to the
background level. Data iare not available to assess quantitatively this contribution

and its effect nn target recognition.

APPENDIX C - SHIP HANDLING IN ICE*
Handling a submarine in an ice pack was on entirely new and different experience

for ev.!ryone on board. Prior to the patrol, all available printed material on handling
a ship. in ice was studied. The best source of information seemeu. to be the translotion
of the Russian "Instructions for Handling a Ship in Ice".

In the following discussion it will Ue presupposed that a submarine will be operating

in an area of growlers, brash ice, bergy-bits, icebergs, and pock ice withoui the aid
of an icebreaker.

The very first requisite of the embryonic ice pilot is to develop a very healthy respect

for the tremendous power of the icL Never allow the peaceful appearance cr on ice
field to luil you into a sense of false ecurity. On the othc' hand, don't fear the ice

A great deal of progress into ice can be mode by a submarine capably handled.
First &; all, never hit a piece of ice, however small, which car, be avoided, regard-

less of th. amount of maneuvering nec-ssory to miss it. 1t is suggested that well quali.

fled men be slotioned in the maneuv'ring room and at the helm when operating in on ' ".
orea in which more than brash ice and occasional growlers are encountered; the speed

at which bells are answered or the rudder put over quite frequently determines whether
ice is hit or avoided-

The trim of the boot is another important considerotion in ice. Here the subr,carine
has on advantage over aol other types of ships. When operating in pock with ice
extending mare than three feet below the surface, it is recommended that the stern

E xmrcerpt from itf, Poarol report of the USS StNNET., SS4t.
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be trimmed down so that the propeller guards are at least a foot and n half below
the surface of the water. This depth is necessary because the pack is indented at the
waterline, sometimes as much as five feet. The purpose of the flooding down is, of

course, to protect the propellers from damage by pushing the heavy pack clear of the
screws. With the submarine trimmed in this manner, the top blades of the propellers
are ten feet below the surface of the water. It was found during the SENNET patrol
that, except in close, heavy puck, 200 turns ahead and 133 turns astern could be

made without damage to the propellers.
It is presumed, of course, that a submarine which is to operate in pack ice will have

propeller guards, even in wartime. It is also recommended that an additional brace
be installed on the propeller guards from the foward outboard corner to a poant

about ten feet forward on the hul;. This additional bruce is deemed necessary, not to
give added strength to the present guards, which ore considered sufficiently strong,
but to streamline them and to prevent small floe jams forward of die guards. in the

latter case, it is possible that a smali floe may duck under the guards and hit the
propellers.

The statement that the present guards are of sufficient strength is mode in spite of
she fact thoa the forward horizontal braces of both guards were bent considerably
while the SENNET was being towed in heavy pack by the icebreaker. The damage
occurred when the SENNET's stern swung into a heavy floe at a -peed that would have
been inadvisable under her own prwer in such a pack. The present guards are con-
sidered strong enough to fend the boot off any floe with which she might collide at

reasonable speeds. It is desired also to point out at this time tiot the present guards
afforded adequote protection to the propellers while the ship was under its own power.
The major damage to the propellers was done when the stern of the boat swung into
heavy floes while the boat was being towed. From the above, it is evident that some
of our major damage occurred while we were under tow; but after having been NIPPED
in the ice, it was the opinion of all hands that the most beautiful sight in the world
at the time was the rear ertd of the COAST GUARD.

The propellers at present are nicked in sever, places, and their blades are bent.

This damage was dae, most probably, to small pieces of ice sliding below the propeller
guards and hitting the aoff bronze blades. To prevent similar damage it is recommended
that submarines designated for operations in pock ice be fitted with steel propellers.

Another reason for trimming the boat down by the stern was to raise the bow as

high as possible, giving it more rake from the waterline to the keel. This condition made
it possible to ride up on, instead of boring into, floes projecting not more than three
feet above the water. The amount of punishment from the ice that the bow could absorb

wthout damage was amazing. When the boat had left the pack, there was no dam-
age to the bow, as far oa could be determined by visual inspection from a rubber
boat, from the point eighteen inches above the waterline tc the keel. Torpedoes were

fired later without difficulty from both the forward and cfter tube nests.
A very minor point, but one which would undoubtedly he used to advantage many

times in a pack, i that a collection of small bits of ice around the propeller guards
may be cleared very quickly by reversing the propellers.

Always, when in a rarrow lead, and especially when passing through a lead in a
pressure ridge, keep way on the boat even at the expense of charging small floes.

Once the boot is dead in the water, the ice will close in quickly and, before it is appar-
ent, will nip the boot. It is particulcrly dangerous for a submarine to be catght in this

manner in view of the fact that tne ice will ride up over the tank tops, forcing the

boat down. Although the SENNET's superstructure susiained several small casualties,
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such as rivets popping out, it is believed that the tanks and hull of a submarine will
absorb a great deal of pressure before being damaged.

When there is a choicc of courses while proceeding through leads in a pack, choose
one as nearly as possible in the direction of the wind. This is recommended because
it is believed that ice fields normally move in a direction twenty degrees to the left
of the wind in the Antarctic and twenty degrees to the right of the wind in the Arctic.
However, because of their small sail area, submarines do not find the problem of cross-
winds as serious as do most other types of ships. Crosswind leads in the ice, however,
will tend to close much more rapidly than upwind or downwind leads.

The submarine's maneuverability is also an advantage. By twisting, the submarine
can execute the many turns required to conform to the leads in the pack with much
less difficulty than can other types of vessels.

When it is necessary to navigate through close pack made up of small floes, with
the boat trimmed down by the stern, approach the pack at a speed of not over three

knots. Use the rudder and engines freely to take the floes just off the stern. Stop engines
after the boat has ridden up on a large floe and wait for it to break through. If the
ice is too tough to be broken, go ahead slowly, pushing the floe ahead of the ship.
Most of the time the floe will slide off to the side, but occasionally it will stay ahead
of the ship for a considerable distance, acting as a fender for the entire vessel.

In *.omlusion, it is bclizc•d definitely that a submarine can operate independently
without fear of damage in pack ice of less density than close, heavy pack.

II
I.!
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